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WHAT'S THE BUZZ?
Preschoolers often tend to think of bees as
bugs that sting.  During this incursion, we’ll
talk about bees as our friends with honey.

During this interactive one hour session
children will engage in a variety of fun
activities including;

Meet Bella the bee puppet and learn
about the members of her bee family
Sing bee themed songs from the Friends
with honey kids album 
Learn how bees communicate through
dance AND dance like a bee!
Read bee themed books and discover
some fascinating bee facts
Learn about pollination and pollinate
some colourful flowers
Have a look inside a beehive (minus the
bees)
Try some delicious Melbourne honey

WHO WE ARE?

WHAT WE DO?

At Friends with honey, we want to capture
children's fascination and love for nature
and equip them with the skills necessary to
recognise and protect nature.
All facilitators have a current WWC check.

By taking a closer look at the fascinating
world of honey bees, children will be able to
comprehend the importance of our powerful
pollinators. 

We’ll use open-ended questions during bee
activities and help children learn some bee
vocabulary. At the end of this session
children will be buzzing with excitement and
eager to share what they have learned with
their families.

Bee incursion
Kindergarten and Preschool

Program

Did you know that it takes one
bee their entire life time to
make just one twelth of a
teaspoon of honey!



Did you know that bees dance
to tell each other where the

best flowers are?

Flowers make themselves look
and smell beautiful so that

bees fly down and collect their
pollen and drink their nectar.

When a bee flies to another flower, it
takes pollen with it, and the pollen falls
into the new flower. This means that the

plant can make seeds and grow the
fruits and vegetables that we eat.


